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Abstract
We consider wireless data communications and services characterized by short distances, no shadowing,
low power and low antenna heights, deployed in places where a high frequency of potential users is expected.
An example of such a system (and service) is infostations that can be deployed at toll booths, parking lots
and intersections to name a few scenarios. Within such a system, we expect to see a well-defined geometry
of base-to-user radio paths as well as a predictable user trajectory, neither of which can be assumed for the
wide-area cellular case. This offers the promise of a strong deterministic component of the channel response,
in addition to a weaker stochastic component; this is in contrast to a purely stochastic model, as in existing
cellular contexts. In this paper, we present a novel modeling approach which combines the two existing ones
- deterministic and stochastic - into a deterministic-plus-stochastic approach. We also present the results from
measurements we conducted and the corresponding radio channel models, for three typical outdoor scenarios. Both temporal and spatial channel features are presented. Comparisons between predicted and measured
behavior show excellent agreement.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
We consider a wireless data service characterized by a short-path radio channel, with a strong lineof-sight between the transmitter and receiver antennas and a predictable user trajectory within the
system coverage area, as in Infostations [1,2]. By abandoning the constraint that data service must be
offered anywhere and anytime, as for voice, we can offer data at much higher rates while using fewer
system resources. The idea is to scale down the system coverage to the order of tens of meters at most;
restrict antenna heights to a few meters; limit transmit power to less than 100 mW, using unlicensed
spectrum (e.g., U-NII); and take advantage of the (presumably) well-defined radio channel behavior.
Under short-path conditions, however, we are no longer able to use existing radio channel models
for simulation and analysis of system performance. The focus here is to offer a new and reliable set
of radio channel models for the short-path system of interest.
Infostations are deployed in places where a high volume of potential users is expected to appear
during their daily routines, e.g., toll booths, parking lots, intersections, etc. Within each of these situations, we expect that there will always be a strong line-of-sight (LOS) component between user
and base antennas and very little or no shadowing. We also expect to see a predictable user behavior,
meaning movement along a limited range of loci, e.g., driving in designated car lanes, thus providing
us with a well-defined geometry of base-to-user radio paths. None of these features could be assumed
for the wide-area cellular case. This conception enables a strongly deterministic radio channel description, in contrast to the purely stochastic ones that apply to wide-area cellular systems. We will
show that, using the above assumptions, we can combine the deterministic and stochastic approaches
to derive models that reliably estimate the channel response. We will present results from the measurements we conducted and show excellent agreement between predictions and measurements.
This paper is organized as follows: In Section II we outline the modeling approach. In Section III
we describe in detail the measurement program we conducted. In Section IV we present measured
results for three ’typical’ outdoor scenarios, and we compare them with corresponding (determinis-
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tic) radio channel models. In doing so, we identify a low-level background scatter, due to trees and
other objects, that requires additional modeling. In Section V we present data analysis and results
for this background scatter. We conclude in Section VI with a discussion of model applications and
limitations.

II. A PPROACH
There are mainly two approaches to radio channel modeling described in the literature today. One
is deterministic, which is based on ray tracing [3–7]. The main idea here is to divide the region around
the transmitting antenna into clusters of rays and then track each ray from the source to the receiver,
taking all the reflections and diffractions into account along each distinct ray path. Each of the rays
imparts a magnitude, phase and delay to the transmitted signal. At the receiver, all the incoming rays
are vectorially combined. For this approach, detailed knowledge about the propagation environment
is assumed. This approach has mainly been used for indoor applications, where the positions of walls
and ceilings are known and fixed.
The other approach is stochastic, which implies measuring a large number of channel responses
and statistically modeling the channel behavior from the measured data. For wireless cellular systems, this has been the dominant approach, producing a number of different models for various applications, e.g., [8–14].
In this paper we present the models derived by combining both approaches, i.e., deterministic-plusstochastic. This approach assumes that the geometry of the environment is known, as well as the
user behavior (i.e., trajectory) within the system coverage area. Knowing this, we can trace the rays
that are dominant from base to user deterministically. The other lower-power rays can be modeled
stochastically. For Infostation types of system [1, 2], this is a highly plausible approach.
Since the way electromagnetic waves propagate depends largely on the path geometry, we have
elected to distinguish among several different environments, which we refer to as scenarios. Specifically, we have identified the kinds of environments in which we expect the Infostations to be de-
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ployed, naming them typical. Here, we present results for three typical outdoor scenarios: Open
Roadway with Trees, Roadway with Buildings on the Sides, and Parking Lot. For each of these scenarios, we identified the main mode of radio wave propagation, and using the fact that the user position within each scenario is limited to a presumed trajectory, we have postulated the channel response
as a function of user position. We do this using simple geometric relations among the objects within
the scenario in question.
We have performed measurements in several different locations having topologies corresponding
to the scenarios we are modeling. We have used the results from these measurements to confirm or
to modify the postulated response. Finally, we have consolidated our findings into a set of channel
models, which we present here.

III. M EASUREMENTS
Basic Approach and Rationale - Measurements of multipath channels are generally of two types,
namely, frequency-domain techniques (e.g., frequency domain channel sounding) and time-domain
techniques (e.g., spread spectrum sliding correlator, direct RF pulse), with both methods generally
including complex data (amplitude and phase) [15]. For the channels of interest here, however, much
can be achieved using the far simpler method of single-frequency (or continuous-wave (CW)) transmissions and amplitude (power) measurements. This approach is acceptable because the channel
consists of a strong LOS path plus a small number of others and no shadowing; thus, its response is
highly predictable and measurements are needed solely to test — and refine — the predictions. By
making single-frequency measurements at a number of user positions, each representing a different
phasor sum of a small number of paths, we can test the model with high reliability.
If a sinusoidal radio wave (single-frequency wave at radian frequency ωc ) is transmitted through a
radio channel, it will travel along several paths to the receiver due to reflections and diffractions from
the objects within the environment. The received wave is then a vector sum of all the copies of the
transmitted wave, each having different magnitude and delay. As the position of a receiver changes
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and/or the positions of objects in the environment change, the multipath combination of the waves
changes, resulting in fading. By measuring the received power at numerous places, we can determine
the peaks, depths and positions of the fades, and all the spatial variations in between. If the measurements confirm the accuracy of our prediction approach based on geometry, reflection coefficients and
antenna gain patterns, then we can accurately state the impulse response (or frequency response) of
the channel between the base and any other point in the environment. Thus, CW measurements can
be used to confirm channel models that might otherwise require broader-band measurements.
Measurement Technique - The measuring equipment setup we used consisted of the following: the
transmitter was an oscillator emitting an unmodulated carrier at 5.3 GHz, at a power of 10 mW. It was
directly connected to the transmitting antenna. The receiving antenna was directly connected to the
spectrum analyzer, which was set to measure the received power at 5.3 GHz. The spectrum analyzer
was connected to a personal computer (laptop) via a GPIB (General Purpose Instrument Bus). The
computer ran the program which controls the instruments and records the measured data.
There are two distinct kinds of channel variation we sought to characterize. One variation is spatial, as experienced by moving along a path; the other is temporal, resulting from the relative position
changes of scattering objects within the environment. We performed two sets of measurements, to
characterize these two aspects of the channel. In the first, the ’moving antenna’ measurements, the
goal was to determine signal gain as a function of receiver position along a specified path; in the second, the ’fixed antenna’ measurements, the goal was to measure the time variations of the channel
response resulting from wind-blown leaves on trees and bushes and other dynamics of the environment.
Moving Antenna Measurements - For this type of measurement, we used a vehicle carrying the
receiver at a constant speed moving past the transmitting antenna along a predefined trajectory. As
the vehicle moved, we recorded the spatial variations of the total received power, in dBm. Having a
constant sampling rate, and a vehicle moving at constant speed, we could relate the time samples to
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equidistant positions along the traveled trajectory.
We also used two types of antennas: omnidirectional and directional, the latter having a 3-dB
beamwidth in the H-plane (azimuth plane) of 120o . Both antennas were vertically polarized. For
the directional antenna case, we pointed the mainlobe (boresight) to be perpendicular to the user trajectory. The receiving antenna was omnidirectional in all cases.
Fixed Antenna Measurements - For this type of measurements, we kept the positions of both antennas fixed while recording received power over time periods of 15 minutes. With the transmitter and
receiver fixed, there are no channel variations resulting from the direct ray and other rays reflected
from large, fixed objects, i.e., ground and buildings. All the variations in this case are the result of
scattering from non-fixed objects. We conducted ’fixed antenna’ measurements at several positions
for each of several environments, as described in Section V.

IV. R ESULTS
A. Underlying Relationships
In free space, the power flux density, Ψd , emanating from a transmitting source is given by
Pt Gt (θ, φ)
|E|2
Ψd =
=
,
4πd2r
η

(1)

where Pt is the transmit power in watts, Gt is the transmit antenna gain, θ and φ are direction angles (relative to antenna boresight), dr is the distance from the radiating source in meters, |E| is the
magnitude of the electric field component in volts per meter, and η is the intrinsic impedance of the
propagating medium in ohms (in free space η = 120π ohms) [15]. Also, the power received at a
distance dr , Pr (dr ), is the product of the power flux density and the effective aperture, Ae , of the
receiver antenna, and can be related to the electric field by [15]

Pr (dr ) = Ψd Ae =

|E|2
Ae .
η

(2)
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Finally, if E0 is the E-field at a reference distance dr = d0 from the transmitter (in the antenna far
field), then for dr > d0 , the free space propagating E-field, due to a CW source, can be given by




dr
d0
E(dr , t) = E0 cos ωc (t − ) ,
dr
c

(3)

where c is the wave velocity (speed of light in free space) [15].
In order to postulate the channel response, we use the following rationale. From Equation 1, we
express the electric field component, E0 , at a reference distance, d0 , from the transmitting antenna
(substituting the free-space value for intrinsic impedance, η):

|E0 | =



30Pt

1
.
d0

(4)

The quantity E0 is the input to the model, which traces the propagation of the electric field component
of the electromagnetic wave. Here, we omitted the antenna gain, assuming it to be unity, since the
actual gain will be considered for each modeled ray separately. We evaluate E0 choosing d0 = 1 m.
For a frequency of 5.3 GHz (the one we measured at), E0 at d0 = 1 m can be considered to be in the
Fraunhofer region, or antenna far field [15].
Having set E0 , we calculate and model the propagation effects that influence the value of the received electric field for each postulated ray separately. At the output of the model, we compute the
total received electric field at distance dt (the ground distance between antennas) as a sum of fields
arriving with each modeled ray, and denote it by Er (dt ). The corresponding received power, Pr (dt ),
which is the quantity we measure, is found as (see Equation 2):

Pr (dt ) =

Ae
|Er (dt )|2 .
η

(5)

For the effective aperture of the receiving antenna, Ae , we use the formula for omnidirectional case
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(unit gain)
Ae =

λ2
,
4π

(6)

since, (just as in Equation 4) antenna gains are considered for each ray separately [15, 16].

B. Scenario 1: Open Roadway with Trees
Description - We imagine this scenario as a typical roadway in suburban or other non-urban environments. There are no large objects (reflectors) in the proximity of base or user. We assume that
the base antenna is mounted alongside the road (e.g., on a lamp post), while the user is in his or her
car driving past the base. We also imagine that there are trees and bushes present along the roadway,
as depicted in Figure 1.
Postulate - As shown in Figure 1, we postulate that the received signal in this scenario is primarily
a sum of two components, line-of-sight (LOS) and ground-reflected (GR). To accurately calculate
the magnitude and phase of these two components, we need to take into account the variations of
the ground reflection coefficient as a function of user position, as well as both the transmitting and
receiving antennas’ patterns. Assuming phase synchronism with the line-of-sight component, we can
express the (postulated) total received electric field, Er , as:

Er (dt , t) = E0 [α cos ωc t + β cos ωc (t − τ )] ,

(7)

where,

α=

gt (φt , ρt )gr (φr , ρr )d0
,
dLOS

β = RGR (dt )

gt (θt , ρt )gr (θr , ρr )d0
dGR

and

d − dLOS
τ = GR
. (8)
c

The quantities gt (φt , ρt ) and gr (φr , ρr ) are transmitting and receiving antenna gains (signal gains, not
power gains). The quantities θ, ρ and φ are direction angles (relative to antenna boresight), where
subscripts r and t stand for receiving and transmitting, respectively; θ and φ are angles in the E-plane
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of radiation; and ρ is the angle in the H-plane of radiation. Note that, for an omnidirectional antenna,
the gain in the H-plane is uniform for all angles ρ; thus, for the omnidirectional antenna, gains vary
only with E-plane angles, i.e., θ and φ. The quantity RGR (dt ) is a ground reflection coefficient for
vertical polarization [15] (Ch. 3.5) [17], evaluated for

r

= 5, representing the dielectric constant

for concrete; τ is a delay; ωc is the radian frequency of the wave; dt is the ground distance between
antennas; and LOS denotes line-of-sight, while GR denotes ground-reflected. Finally, the path difference between the line-of-sight and ground-reflected components (dGR − dLOS ) we refer to as the
excess path.
Using simple geometric arguments, we can express φ and θ as functions of dt and the base and
mobile antenna heights, hb and hm , respectively. Since the user trajectory is a straight line (along the
roadway) offset from the base by δ = 1.5 m, as depicted in Figure 1, the distance between antennas, dt , and the distance, d, along the user trajectory are related through dt =

√
δ 2 + d2 . Assuming

that the antenna heights, their patterns, and the distance between antenna pole and user trajectory (δ)
are known in advance, all the above dependencies can be related through a single parameter d, i.e.,
the distance along the user trajectory. Using the above information, we can compute (deterministic
process) the channel response and the corresponding dB path gain, Γ, as


Γ = 10 log



Pr
.
Pt

(9)

Then, at each point along the user trajectory we can compute the total received electric field, using
Equations 7 and 8, and the corresponding received power, using Equation 5.
Having defined all the required parameters, we can now plot the predicted path gain vs. distance
along the user trajectory, Figure 2. For this computation, the base antenna height, hb , is 2 m while
the mobile antenna height, hm , is 1.8 m. The total distance traveled by the user is 30 m, d = 0 being
at a distance δ from the base antenna (see Figure 1). The antenna patterns were quantized to a 1o resolution from the vendor supplied graphs [18]. (Note that we are using signal gains, g(φ, ρ), rather
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than power gains, G(φ, ρ), relating them as g(φ, ρ) =

G(φ, ρ).)

Measurements - In order to confirm the above predictions, we conducted moving antenna measurements (described in Section III) in a Scenario 1 environment having the same system parameters
(antenna heights, offset, etc.) as in our computation. We repeated the experiment five times each for
both directional and omnidirectional antennas at the base site. The recorded path gain vs. distance
for each case showed a very high level of repeatability.
By comparing the predicted and measured curves (Figure 2), we see that both have the same shape,
and that the position and levels of peaks and fades are accurately predicted. However, on the recorded
curve we see a superimposed low-power background process, in the form of ’grassiness’, that is not
present in the predicted one; this background process therefore needed modeling. To that end, we
performed fixed antenna measurements (described in Section III), the results and analysis of which
are presented in Section V. We show there that the background process, most probably resulting
from wind-blown leaves on trees and bushes and other dynamics of the channel, can accurately be
modeled as a zero-mean, time-varying, complex Gaussian process, having a standard deviation that
depends on user position.
Model - Introducing this stochastic component, we can finalize the Scenario 1 channel model, depicted in Figure 1. It is the sum of a deterministic (computed) part, namely line-of-sight plus groundreflected rays, and a stochastic (simulated) part, namely background scatter. The total received electric field then becomes

Er (dt , t) = E0 [α cos ωc t + β cos ωc (t − τ )] + E0 µ(dt , t),

(10)

where µ(dt , t) is a zero-mean, complex Gaussian random process that varies with both distance and
time. Following Equation 5, the magnitude of µ(dt , t) and the rms power, σ2 (dt ), received from this
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process (empirically modeled by Equation 18) are related by

σ 2 (dt ) =

Ae
|E0 |2 E[|µ(dt, t)|2 ].
η

(11)

The comparisons of the measured vs. predicted path gain for Scenario 1 is given in Figure 3. We
see that predictions and measurements show excellent agreement. We also see that the simulated
stochastic process fully accounts for the ’grassiness’ in the measured path gain vs. distance curve.
This process could be modeled as a tapped delay line with coefficients that vary in time and have
rms values that vary with user position. It presents the superpostion of all the additional rays not
accounted for through the deterministic modeling. For single-frequency measurements, due to the
central limit theorem, this superposition leads to a complex Gaussian process. Since the total power
of the process is at least 20 dB below that of the deterministic component, at all distances measured,
knowing the details of the tapped delay line structure may not be critical to the system design. This
would be the case, for example, when using QPSK modulation. This is due to the fact that for the constant symbol rate, the susceptibility to interference, i.e., the probability of eye closure, increases with
the modulation order. Therefore, the details of power delay profile may not be needed for the case,
for example, when using QPSK modulation. If, on the other hand, one seeks system performance
for high-order modulation schemes, it becomes necessary to characterize the random component in
more detail. For such characterizations, broadband measurements must be performed.
For the directional antenna used at the base, we also observed excellent agreement between measured and predicted path gain vs. distance. The slope of the path gain vs. distance curve, in this
case, was steeper (falloff of about 30 dB within ±15 m compared to about 20 dB falloff for omnidirectional antenna, Figure 3), due to the antenna beam shaping in the azimuth plane. Since the antenna
was mounted with the boresight perpendicular to the user trajectory, the user was within the antenna
mainlobe for a few meters about d = 0, and outside the mainlobe elsewhere. The user’s received
power was thus 8 dB higher than for an omnidirectional antenna at d = 0, and fell below for all
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|d| > 1.5 m.

C. Scenario 2: Roadway with Buildings on the Sides
Description - We envision this scenario as a typical street in an urban environment. There are large
buildings in the vicinity of the base and user on one or both sides of the street. We assume that the
base antenna is mounted on a sidewalk post (e.g., traffic light pole), while the user is in a car driving
past the base. We also assume that trees and bushes may be present. This scenario is depicted in
Figure 4.
Postulate - We postulate that, for this scenario, a four-ray model is the appropriate one. This is
an extension of the Scenario 1 model, having the two additional reflections from the buildings, as
shown in Figure 4. The total received electric field is derivable from the geometry and antenna gain
patterns. Again, the distance, d, along the trajectory is the only variable parameter in the model.
Thus, the received electric field is similar to Equation 7, with two additional rays:


Er (dt , t) = E0 α cos ωc t +

3




βi cos ωc (t − τi ) ,

(12)

i=1

where α and β1 are the same as α and β in Equation 8, while

β2 = Rclw (dt )

gt (φt , ρt )gr (φr , ρr )d0
,
dclw

β3 = Rftw (dt )

gt (θt , ρt )gr (θ, ρr )d0
,
dftw

and

τi =

di
.
c
(13)

In the above, clw denotes ’closer wall’ (behind the base, offset by a) and ftw denotes ’further wall’
(oposite the base, offset by b), as shown in Figure 4. The reflection coefficients Rclw (dt ) and Rftw (dt )
are evaluated using the formulas for horizontal polarization in [15] since, for vertical polarization
reflected from vertical walls, the E-field is normal to the plane of incidence; and di denotes the path
length difference between the ith and line-of-sight rays.
Measurements - To confirm the above picture, we conducted moving antenna measurements in
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an environment corresponding to Scenario 2. The base antenna was mounted at 2 m; the mobile
antenna was mounted at 1.8 m; the trajectory was again a straight line (along the road) with offset
δ = 1.5 m; the closer building was a = 5 m behind the base; and the further building was b = 22
m away from the user trajetory opposite the base. Both buildings had walls made of brick (dielectric
constant,

r

= 4.44 [15, 17]). The total distance traveled by the user was 30 m. As in Scenario 1,

for both directional and omnidirectional antennas at the base site, we saw a high level of experiment
repeatability. Comparing measured and predicted path gain vs. distance, we could again detect the
low-power background scatter, although, due to the additional two rays, the deterministic component
alone has increased ’grassiness’ compared to Scenario 1. We show in Section V that the detected
scatter can be incorporated using the same model as for Scenario 1 (Equation 18).
Model - Having modeled four rays in deterministic fashion, as well as background scatter in stochastic fashion, we can complete the Scenario 2 channel model of Figure 4. The total received electric
field becomes


Er (dt , t) = E0 α cos ωc t +

3




βi cos ωc (t − τi ) + E0 µ(dt , t)

(14)

i=1

where µ(dt , t) is a zero-mean, complex Gaussian random process, explained in the prior Scenario
1 discussion. The measured and predicted path gains are plotted together in Figure 5 and, again,
show excellent agreement. For the deterministic component, the four rays were computed from our
equations, while the background scatter was simulated from our model of the stochastic component.
We can see that the two additional reflections from the building walls introduce only slight differences in path gain vs. distance compared to Scenario 1, but they add increased depth to the ’grassiness’ of the plot. As for Scenario 1, the scatter power is at least 20 dB below that of the deterministic
component at all distances. Thus, for many applications, knowing its details (e.g., power delay profile) is not required.
In cases where the symbol rate is high, the rms delay spread of the channel can become important,
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the product of symbol rate and delay spread being a measure of potential intersymbol interference.
For general information purposes, we show in Figure 6 the rms delay spreads for just the deterministic components for Scenarios 1 and 2. We see that for Scenario 1 the rms delay spread is less than
a nanosecond for all distances. This is due to the large power difference between the line-of-sight
and ground-reflected rays, and due to the small delay between them. For Scenario 2, the rms delay
spread increases to the order of 10 ns. This results, especially at larger distances, from the large delays between the rays reflected from the buildings, even though their powers are low and comparable
to that of the ground-reflected ray. Thus, even though the wall-reflected rays add little to the power
vs. distance curves, they can add significantly to the rms delay spread. The stochastic component
will increase the rms delay spread further; therefore, the above numbers are lower-bound estimates.
As in Scenario 1, the path gain vs. distance curve for a directional antenna at the base was steeper
(faster falloff). The antenna was mounted with its boresight perpendicular to the user trajectory.
Again, the user received more power, within the antenna mainlobe, than for the omnidirectional case.
However, the power was not lower outside of the mainlobe. This is probably due to the additional
rays reflected from the buildings, which were not present in Scenario 1.

D. Scenario 3: Parking Lot
Description - We picture this scenario as a typical parking lot usually found in front of shopping
malls and supermarkets. There are two lines of parked cars followed by the driving lane and then
more parked cars. We imagine the base antenna as mounted in the midst of parked cars, possibly
on a lamp post; and we imagine the user as driving at slow speed looking for a parking space. This
situation is depicted in Figure 7.
Postulate - Scenario 3 has a significantly different geometry than Scenarios 1 and 2. A number of
parked cars pose the objects which introduce additional reflections and diffractions, creating stronger
multipath combinations of the received signal. Since cars are made mainly of metal and glass, we
expect different reflection properties, depending on where the reflections take place. Therefore, we
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postulate that, for this scenario, only the line-of-sight (LOS) component can be predicted in a deterministic fashion. All additional reflected and diffracted rays become intractable for deterministic
analysis, so we account for them in stochastic fashion. This implies that we can express the total
received electric field (deterministic part) as

Er (dt , t) = E0 α cos ωc t

where, α =

gt (φt , ρt )gr (φr , ρr )d0
.
dLOS

(15)

The corresponding received power and path gain are then calculated using Equations 5 and 9, respectively. Again, using simple geometry, we can express all of the above as functions of a single
variable, d, i.e., the distance along the user trajectory.
Measurements - Just as for Scenarios 1 and 2, we conducted moving antenna measurements in an
appropriate environment for Scenario 3: a mobile antenna height of 1.8 m; a base antenna height
ranging between 2 m and 3.5 m; trajectory offsets of δ1 = 6 m (near the close-in cars); δ2 = 10 m
(middle of the drive lane); and δ3 = 14 m (near the opposite line of cars); and a total distance traveled by the user of 20 m (see Figure 7). As in the first two scenarios, we also observed a high level
of experiment repeatability. It was expected that the predicted and measured curves would differ,
but also that the predicted curve would have the same trend as the measured one. In Section V, we
show that the predicted path gain vs. distance is approximately the mean of the measured path gain
vs. distance. We also show that the fluctuations seen in the recorded curve can be represented as a
zero-mean, complex Gaussian process, with standard deviation dependent on user position. Thus,
the overall process can be modeled as Ricean, with the specular term being a predictable function of
user position and the Ricean K factor (specular power/scatter power) being determined from measurements as a function of position. In Section V, we further show that the K factor is essentially
constant over the user trajectory.
Model - Having characterized the stochastic component, we can complete the Scenario 3 channel
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model depicted in Figure 7. The total received electric field is

Er (dt , t) = E0 α cos ωc t + E0 µ(dt ),

(16)

where µ(dt ) is a zero-mean, complex Gaussian random variable with variance |α|2/K, K being constant with position.
The comparison of measured and modeled path gain vs. distance, for an omnidirectional base antenna, is shown in Figure 8. In contrast to Scenarios 1 and 2, the rms scatter is down only one order of
magnitude (not two or more) from the deterministic component. This may necessitate more detailed
modeling for this scenario (e.g., broadband measurements to quantify the corresponding tapped delay line structure) and it will almost certainly call for adaptive methods to mitigate the effects of the
scatter component on system performance.
It is interesting to see how the Ricean K factor depends on system parameters. In Figure 9 we
compare the K values versus user trajectory offset. It can be seen that K is maximum in the midle
of the road and decreases as the user approaches the parked cars. We also found that increasing the
antenna height leads to higher K values. In both analyses, we see that, as the proximity of parked
cars decreases, the K factor increases, as expected.
We also observed that the K values measured on different days, though they correspond to the
same system conditions, significantly varied. This was probably due to different numbers of parked
cars and different traffic conditions. Thus, the value of K depends on the traffic, the density and positions of parked cars, and other environment features. Although we do not provide here a detailed
model for the K factor as a function of system/scenario parameters (antenna height, trajectory offset,
traffic, etc.), our measurements show that, over all conditions, the K factor lies in a range from 8 dB
to 13 dB, with a mean of 10 dB. These values come from 29 experiment trials conducted on 6 different days (parking setups), during 3 seasons (fall, winter and spring), with different traffic intensities,
using both directional and omnidirectional base antennas at heights between 2 and 3.5 meters, and
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for different trajectory offsets. Therefore, we believe that, for simulation purposes, one can just consider different K factor values from this range, e.g., best (13 dB), worst (8 dB) and mean (10 dB).
Similar values for K (in similar scenarios) are also reported in [22].

V. A NALYSIS

OF THE

B ACKGROUND S CATTER C OMPONENT

Having postulated the main (deterministic) mode of radio propagation in each scenario we were
modeling, we were able to closely predict the shape of the path gain vs. distance curve as well as the
depths of the fades. However, the ’grassiness’ of the measured curves is not accounted for by this
deterministic modeling (see Figure 2). We postulate that the ’grassiness’ is due to additional reflectors, which cause additional spatial variation of the total received power. We further postulate that
(for Scenario 1 and 2) the reflectors are the leaves and branches of surrounding trees, which move
in the wind. If correct, we can estimate the extent of this scatter by making fixed antenna measurements (described in Section III) over time at different points along the user path. We find that the
mean square time fluctuations so measured fully account for the observed ’grassiness’. For Scenario
3, we postulate that the spatial variation of the received power is due to reflections and diffractions
from the parked cars. We present a way to model this scatter as well.

A. Statistics of the Measured Signal over Time (Scenarios 1 and 2)
Our first task was to determine the probability distribution of the received signal envelope over
time. We compared the cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of several standard distributions
against the CDF of the measured data. We found that the received power can be modeled as the
square (i.e., the power) of a Ricean process.
For the estimation of the Ricean K factor in all our analyses we used the moment method of [19].
It follows that the received signal can be represented as:

g(t) = V + v(t),

(17)
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where V is the mean received signal amplitude and v(t) is a time-varying, zero-mean, complex Gaussian process [8]. The envelope of g(t), that is, |g(t)|, is a Ricean process, with K factor |V |2 /E[|v(t)|2].

B. Model of the Scatter Power Versus Distance
Having determined that the received signal power, |g(t)|2, can be modeled as the power of a Ricean
process, we sought to model the dependence of the scatter power, E[|v(t)|2 ] = σ 2 , on distance. We
performed extensive measurements at twenty one different positions along one Scenario 1 trajectory,
including the effect of antenna directivity on the scatter power. We found that the results are quite
similar for both antennas (similar slope, intercept and rms deviation). Therefore, we used only omnidirectional antenna measurements to model σ2 versus distance.
In another experiment, we measured σ2 at six positions along each of four distinct paths. The results are summarized in Figure 10, which shows the distance dependence of σ2 /Pt , i.e., the normalized scatter power, since the goal was to derive a model not dependent on the transmit power, Pt . The
four environments, representing both Scenarios 1 and 2, had different densities of trees and bushes
in the near surroundings. As is shown, the data do not change much across environments and the fit
derived by pooling all the data can be used as a model for the scatter power in any similar envoronment (with similar values for base and mobile antenna heights, i.e., on the order of a few meters). The
rms deviation of all points about this fit is only 1.8 dB. In other words, we can use a single model for
σ 2 /Pt vs. dt (in meters) for Scenarios 1 and 2, namely,


σ2
10 log
Pt



= −78 − 0.6 [10 log(dt )] ,

(18)

where dt , the ground distance between antennas, is related to d, the distance along the user trajectory,
by d2t = d2 + δ 2 .
We also analyzed the sprectrum of the time varying process whose power is σ2 . The estimate of
the power spectral density is presented in [20, 21].
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C. Scatter Component for Scenario 3
In Scenario 3, the recorded path gain vs. distance showed significant fluctuations about the predicted power of the line-of-sight component. We postulate that these fluctuations result from the superposition of multiple reflections and diffractions from parked cars, which change (both in magnitude and phase) as the user moves along its trajectory. In order to confirm this, we performed fixed
antenna measurements. We determined that the variations are not due to time changes in the environment, such as wind-blown leaves as in Scenarios 1 and 2, since the rms value of the channel time
variations was an order of magnitude below that recorded over distance. Therefore, we conclude that
the fluctuations are due to user movements in an environment with many fixed scatterers (i.e., parked
cars).
Normalizing the recorded path gain vs. distance by the line-of-sight component power (subtraction on a dB scale), we found that the fluctuations were fairly equal along the whole trajectory, and
that they could be modeled as due to an additive, zero-mean, complex Gaussian process. Thus, the
overall process is Ricean. In general, the scattering process can be represented by a tapped delay line
structure whose gain coefficients change with user position but are not time-varying. To determine
the details of this structure, broadband measurements would be required.
The conclusion of the above analysis is that the scatter component at the output in Figure 7 has a
mean-square value |α|2/K, where α depends on the user distance along its trajectory but K is essentially independent of it. The dependence of K on other factors, such as trajectory offset, is discussed
in Section IV.

VI. C ONCLUSION
We have presented a novel approach to radio channel modeling that can be applied to short-path
channels with well-defined geometries, such as Infostations. In contrast to existing channel models,
which are either deterministic or stochastic, we have derived a simple deterministic-plus-stochastic
modeling approach using ray analysis and CW measurements. The ray analysis was used to predict
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the deterministic component of the channel response as a function of user position; the measurements were used to derive empirical models for the stochastic component and to confirm the overall
approach. The modeling was facilitated through the classification of the physical environments into
three different categories, corresponding to three different user/Infostation scenarios.
The measurements we performed were highly repeatable, showing little variation from time to time
and place to place. We measured temporal variations in addition to the variations of the channel response with user position. We also studied, for each scenario, the effects of antenna directivity on the
channel response; and, for the highest-scatter case (Scenario 3), we looked at the impact of antenna
height and path geometry on relative scatter power.
For Scenarios 1 and 2, we determined that the rms scatter is at least 20 dB below the deterministically predicted components. This implies that for low-order modulation schemes (e.g., QPSK),
knowing the details of the scatter process, and using measures to counter it, may not be required. If,
however, higher-order modulation schemes are desired, this will call for adaptive schemes to mitigate the multipath scatter. For the design and analysis of these schemes, the structure of the scatter
process (e.g., the number of paths, delays and rms gains) may need modeling; to this end, broadband
measurements would be required. For Scenario 3, where the channel is Ricean, with K factors as
low as 10 dB (or less), some adaptive schemes (e.g., equalization, power control, channel estimation, etc.) will certainly be necessary. Again, the structure of the multipath scatter may have to be
known in greater detail, and this would necessitate broadband measurements.
Regarding what specific features of the scatter process need to be known, this depends on the radio
technique and the performance requirements. Relevant issues include the mode of access (singlecarrier, OFDM, CDMA, etc.), the type of modulation (BPSK, QPSK, 16-QAM, etc.), the kinds of
mitigating techniques (equalization, Rake, diversity, etc.), and the required bit (or block) error rate.
In any case, by showing the predictable deterministic component to be dominant in typical Infostation scenarios, and by modeling the rms scatter, we have significantly narrowed both the amount
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of further channel detail required and the range of conditions requiring it. Indeed, in some cases,
from the scenario geometry, very reasonable conjectures about the unknown channel features (e.g.,
rms delay spread) may suffice to assess the impact of the scatter component, avoiding the need for
broadband measurements and modeling.
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Fig. 1. Scenario 1: Open roadway with trees - description and channel model
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Fig. 2. Comparing postulated and measured path gain vs. distance for Scenario 1
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Path Gain vs. Distance
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Fig. 3. Path gain vs. distance for Scenario 1: Measured vs. predicted

Fig. 4. Scenario 2: Roadway with buildings on the sides - description and channel model
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Path Gain vs. Distance
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Fig. 5. Path gain vs. distance for Scenario 2: Measured vs. predicted

RMS delay spread estimate vs. distance
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Fig. 6. rms delay spread estimate for Scenarios 1 and 2
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Fig. 7. Scenario 3: Parking lot - description and channel model
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Fig. 8. Path gain vs. distance for Scenario 3: Measured vs. predicted
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Ricean K Factor vs. User Trajectory Position
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Fig. 9. Scenario 3: Ricean K factor vs. trajectory offset
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